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The beautifully designed publication commemorates the 50th anniversary of Public Art of the University of Houston System,
including works by esteemed artists Frank Stella, Carlos Cruz-Diez, Alyson Shotz, and Andy Warhol. An essay by Alison de Lima
Greene delves into the history of the collection, and an essay by Public Art UHS director and chief curator María C. Gaztambide,
Ph.D. looks toward its future. In addition, the publication highlights about 40 of the collection’s most notable works, illustrated with
all new color photography and accompanied by entries written by artists, scholars, curators, and other members of the community.
The book gives readers access to artworks on view to the public every day throughout the University of Houston System.
• Features public artworks by artists including Frank Stella, Andy Warhol, Carlos Cruz-Diez, Mary Miss, Matt Mullican, Trenton
Doyle Hancock, Alyson Shotz and Margo Sawyer
• First publication to celebrate this outstanding and varied collection of public art
• Features new photography and an engaging text
María C. Gaztambide, Ph.D., is the inaugural director and chief curator of Public Art of the University of Houston System.
Alison de Lima Greene is the Isabel Brown Wilson Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston.
Frank Stella
American, born 1936

Euphonia, 1997
Acrylic on canvas,
lobby ceiling: 360 x 840 inches;
triptych: 120 x 600 inches;
theater catwalk: 600 x 372 inches
University of Houston

Like all great painters, Stella has the gift of recognizing not only what
painting is but what it can be. —William Rubin, Frank Stella 1970–1987

Margo Sawyer

What Painting Can Be
There is an undeniable spirit of generosity about Frank Stella’s

American, born 1958

grand mural Euphonia (1997). To behold it is to fall (literally) under
its sway—from below—and marvel at its powerful presence and

Synchronicity of Color:
Victoria, 2018

overabundance. The monumental generosity of this work arises
from the fact that it is a public work, at a public university, in a space
activated by countless performances and events attracting wide

Hand-painted stained glass: float glass, stainless steel,
and stainless-steel cable, 540 x 300 x 216 inches
University of Houston-Victoria

audiences. Stella specifically created Euphonia to be shared—
communally and in a setting alive with music and gatherings.
In 1997, as the newly minted director of the University of
Houston’s Blaffer Art Museum, I had the unmitigated surprise and
thrill to be able to work with this iconic artist on the creation of this
masterwork, and on the accompanying exhibition it occasioned.
We titled the show Stella in Studio to highlight what was to come
as he undertook one of his largest commissions to date—a proj-

The analytical psychiatrist Carl Jung first coined the term “syn-

ect so vast that it necessitated the opening of a Stella studio in

chronicity” to describe the meaningful coincidences in life that

Houston. Little did we know what to expect.

have no causal relationship. Chance meetings that become lasting relationships. Spontaneous decisions that redirect the entire

Euphonia is also generous in its accumulation of styles. While

course of one’s life.

largely composed of abstract shapes and colors, the work does

Margo Sawyer makes artworks of synchronicity. She cel-

not rely on the stereotypical brand of modernist abstraction
that offers little visual stimulation to its viewer—difficult, stingy,

ebrates unpredicted happenings and spur-of-the-moment

hermetic, minimal. Instead, Euphonia exuberantly shares and

choices—choices that come from a subconscious place of deep

delights in a world of influences, references, colors, shapes, and

creativity and introspection.
The seven panels of colored glass that hang in the three-

complexity. It nearly sings with an expressive maximalism. Layer
upon layer of colorful shapes and patterns jostle for space and

story entry of the University North building at the University of

attention, commanding our gaze and rewarding extended view-

Houston-Victoria seem to be free-hanging. They are patterned

ing. The images move and dance, and they move us—like music.

with rectilinear shapes in a striking range of clear colors: soft sky
blue, grass green, magenta, buttery yellow, watery turquoise.

Arriving at Euphonia

The pigment has been applied to the glass by hand, and the

Twenty years before Euphonia, Frank Stella began a fascinating

striated brushstrokes leave subtle shifts in color density. The

and productive artistic journey with a series he titled Exotic Birds.

colored rectilinear shapes overlap in places—pale yellow and red
combine to make a deep orange, or bright magenta and sky blue

Following several decades of an art world dominated by the sup-

merge into rich purple.

posed meaning-laden gestures of Abstract Expressionism and
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